Lighting Energy Saving with Light Pipe in Farm Animal Production
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Abstract
The Swedish animal production sector has potential for saving electric lighting of €4-9 million per year using efficient daylight utilisation. To demonstrate this, two light pipe systems, Velux® (house 1) and Solatube® (house 2), are installed in two identical pig houses to determine if the required light intensity, daylight autonomy (DA), and reduced electricity use for illumination can be achieved. In each house, three light sensors continuously measure the indoor daylight relative to an outdoor sensor. If the horizontal illuminance at pig height decreases below 40 lux between 08.00 and 16.00 hours, an automatic control system activates the lights, and electricity use is measured. The daylight factor (DF) and DA are determined for each house, based on annual climate data. The mean annual DA of 48% and 55% is achieved for house 1 and house 2, respectively. Light pipes in house 2 have delivered significantly more DA than those in house 1. The most common illuminance range between 0 and 160 lux is recorded in both houses, corresponding to approximately 82% and 83% of daylight time for house 1 and house 2, respectively. Further, the daylighting system for house 2 has produced a uniform DF distribution between 0.05 and 0.59. The results demonstrate that considerable electric energy savings can be achieved in the animal production sector using light pipes. Saving 50% of electric lighting would correspond to 36 GWh or 2520 t CO2 per year for Sweden, but currently the energy savings are not making the investment profitable.

© 2015 The Author(s). Published by solarlits.com. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Electric lighting is directly responsible for 19% of the world’s electricity consumption [1]. Light pipes offer a passive way to bring daylight to rear spaces in deep buildings, such as animal houses. In Sweden, the Swedish Board of Agriculture [2] and European regulations [3] regulate daylight and electric lighting intensity in pig houses. This study assesses the energy saving potential of two commercial light pipe systems by measuring illuminance in two existing full-scale pig houses located near Lund, Sweden.

Almost one-fifth of the electricity produced globally is consumed by the lighting sector. The total annual cost of electric lighting in 2006 represented about 1% of the global GDP, i.e. USD 360 billion, and electricity use being directly responsible for two thirds of that value [1]. The Swedish animal production sector has potential for electric lighting savings in the range of €4-9 million per year through improved daylight utilisation [4,5], based on an electricity price of €0.11 per year.

Daylighting is one of the most obvious ways to reduce electric lighting consumption. The greatest challenge for daylighting systems is to deliver the light deep within buildings. Daylight utilisation has also proven to increase resident sociability, well-being, productivity, and health in humans [6–8]. Daylight also improves mood and vigilance in humans because it is directly linked to the circadian cycle, and it has similar effects for many animal species [9].

The minimum illuminance for pigs is 40 lux for a minimum period of 8 hours per day, as stated in European legislation [3]. Pig houses should have windows or other daylight inlets according to Swedish Board of Agriculture regulations [2]. Large low-buildings dominate the animal production sector, and windows present in these buildings give a poor core daylighting effect. Compact insulated buildings are necessary for growing animals, such as pigs, and poultry and light pipe technology can
be an effective way to provide daylight in such compact buildings.

The light levels in pig pens should permit pig communication and identification of pen features, such as feeders. The EU recommended illuminance of 40 lux has not been shown to be either disliked or strongly preferred by pigs [10]. There is good evidence that pigs' eyes are not adapted for extremely bright light [11], and they may prefer dim natural light levels [12]. Pigs prefer to sleep in dim lighting/darkness (2.4 lux), suggesting that lying areas of the pen should not be brightly lit in order to promote resting behaviour [11]. The increased photoperiod increases food intake in growing pigs [13,14]. A key benefit of natural lighting is that it provides dawn and dusk periods, reducing the competition for feed when lights are switched on in the morning and reducing potentially startling effects when lights are switched on or off.

Light pipes can bring daylight to deep interior spaces and provide a natural spectrum and dynamic variations that are typical in nature. Light pipes present the advantage of effectively capturing direct beam radiation from the sun while avoiding excessive heat gains and glare patches. The main drawback is that their performance is greatly affected by sky clearness, as they produce much lower light levels under overcast sky conditions [15,16]. Light pipes are thus better suited for climates with predominantly clear skies [17], while the climate in Sweden gives a very high proportion of overcast skies. The proportion of direct/diffuse radiation in Sweden is only about 1/1 [18], which is quite low compared to most countries. However, since the light levels preferred by animals, such as pigs, are quite low; light pipes may still be suitable in this context.

One of the main light pipe manufacturer recommends that the space served by the light pipes should not exceed 9 meters from the rooftop in order to give acceptable light levels. Therefore, they are suitable for rooms on the top floor [19], large one-story buildings like industrial units, sheds, or livestock houses.

The overall aim of this study is to demonstrate the potential for a reduction of electricity use for lighting in farm buildings by analysing how much of the electrical energy could be replaced by
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**Fig. 1.** Cross-section A of house 1.

**Fig. 2.** Cross-section B of house 2.
describes the light pipe systems that are used for daylighting in two identical pig houses, the experimental design, and how the data is recorded and processed. The results are reported in Section 3. In Section 4, daylight autonomy (DA), recorded illuminance, daylight distribution, and daylight factor (DF) are discussed and compared with respect to the two systems, and a critical analysis of the data collection method used along with design considerations are presented. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Materials and methods

The pig houses are located in Odarslöv (55°45'N, 13°15'E), Sweden. The skies at the site are predominant overcast in the winter and mixed in the rest of the year. Midday solar altitude ranges from 11º on December 21 to 58º on June 21.

2.1. Houses

Two full-scale, inhabited and identical pig houses, located next to each other, were fitted with four light pipes, each located in the same position in each house. The light pipes in house 1 (Velux Sun Tunnel®) on the eastern side had a bend in connection with a flat collector, while the pipes in house 2 (Solatube Brighten Up®), on the western side were straight and had a dome collector equipped with a reflector to redirect low-angle sunlight (Figs. 1 and 2). The light pipes were installed on a pitched roof with a 22º tilt angle, facing approximately north-south, and half the light pipes in each house were located on the southern pitch and the other half on the northern pitch.

The interior floor dimensions of the houses were approximately 13.8 m × 6.1 m with height of 3 m, as shown in Fig. 3. Each house had an inspection aisle with six pens along it, with 15 growing finishing pigs in each pen. All light pipes were installed following a center line along the pig pens, directly above the animal feeding troughs. The dunging area is located close to the inspection aisle, and the animal resting area is furthest away from the aisle, with an isolating and light shading cover on top of the pen dividing walls (Fig. 3). Apart from the light pipes, each stable had a window in the north wall to provide daylight in the interior.

2.2. The light pipe

The light pipes consisted of three components: a collector, a reflective pipe and a diffuser, as shown in Fig. 4. The optical properties of the both light pipes are listed in Table 1. The collector was a transparent element, which was located at the external aperture of the pipe. Its main functions were to collect daylight and protect the light pipe from the impact of weather and soiling. It was usually made flat or dome-shaped from a highly transmitting material. In the present case, the light pipes

| Table 1. Optical properties of the light pipe models. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Collector type                  | Light pipe system of house 1    | Light pipe system of house 2    | Source               |
| Collector light transmittance   | (rigid bend, Ø 0.35 m)          | (straight pipe, Ø 0.35 m)       | Manufacturing companies |
| Pipe light reflectance          | Flat                            | Dome                            |                      |
| Diffuser light transmittance    | 98% (6% diffuse)                | 99% (Fully specular)            |                      |
| Deflector light reflectance     | 81%                             | 92%                             |                      |
|                                 | -                               | 99% (Fully specular)            |                      |
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that were used in house 1 had a flat collector consisting of a single-layer clear glass panel fastened at the light pipe’s upper aperture. Those used in house 2 had a dome collector consisting of a curved Fresnel lens that redirected sunlight from low solar altitudes into the pipe. This feature was proven to enhance the light efficiency of light pipes in the low sun conditions typical for high latitudes [20,21]. The dome collector of the light pipes, which was used in house 2, was also equipped with a light reflector, which could be classified as an optical redirecting system. It was a laser-cut panel, which was located within the dome collector and orientated towards the equator. Its purpose was to redirect low-angle incident beams of light into the pipe. Light penetration for low solar altitude angles (below 60º) was thus enhanced further by this technique [21,22].

The design of mirror light pipe (MLP) and optical properties are optimised for transmitting daylight from collector to diffuser with minimal light losses. Both light pipe models have circular cross-section (Fig. 4). The most important characteristic of the MLP design is its light reflectance, usually above 98%, but also the high specular reflectance for ultimate sunbeam function. The aspect ratio of the light pipe, i.e. the diameter to length ratio, determines the amount of light that bounces in the light pipe. The recommended aspect ratio is < 1/10, and it should never exceed 1/20, since longer light guides have very low light transmittance [16]. In this study, the aspect ratio of the two light pipe types ranged between 1/9 and 1/15 depending on the location of the pipes on the roof pitch and both models had a diameter of 0.350 m.

The light pipe diffuser was installed in the ceiling of the room, and usually took the form of an opal dome or a white flat polycarbonate disc. After solar altitude, the diffuser was the next most critical factor determining the light output distribution of light pipes [16]. In this study, the diffusers of the light pipes were flat and prismatic.

2.3. Electric lighting system

Each house had three ceiling-mounted 2×35 W T5 fluorescent tube fixtures (with plastic tube cover) that were connected to an electricity meter (Fig. 5). The fluorescent tubes were controlled by an automatic daylight on/off system (Turnus 771, Grässlins GmbH, Bundesstrasse 36, 78112 St. Georgen, Germany), including a photosensor that produced signals to keep the lights on only when daylight was insufficient, i.e. below 40 lux [2,3]. Due to this low illuminance threshold, the location of the two photosensors inside the houses would have caused a continuous oscillation between on and off modes. To avoid this problem, the sensors were placed in the roof void, in an area shaded from sunlight. The threshold was then indirectly determined by calculating the illuminance ratio between the photodiode position and a representative point in the house. Based on the ratio, the threshold was set through the action of a small potentiometer. The time lapse for the sensor to change from on to off and vice versa was set to one minute.

2.4. Measuring system

A system of illuminance sensors and electricity meters for the electric lights was installed to record the indoor and outdoor illuminance levels and the electricity consumption for the lighting system [23]. The data was collected by a logger, which was located in a service room adjoining the pig houses (Fig. 5). The daylight contribution of the north-facing windows to the sensors was not significant and was equal in both houses; therefore, it was not considered further.

The measuring system consisted of three indoor sensors for the interior horizontal illuminance in each house and one outdoor sensor for the global horizontal illuminance. The indoor illuminance meters (Hagner SD2 Light Sensor, B. Hagner AB, Sweden) were located in between the pig pens, along a dividing pen wall, at a height of 1.8 m above the floor along the centre line of the pig pens (Fig. 3), and they were set to measure the range between 0 and 2000 lux. The external illuminance meter (Hagner ELV-841 Light Sensor, B. Hagner AB, Sweden) was located in an unobstructed area near the building, and it was set to measure the range between 0 and 200000 lux. To protect them from the pig house environment, the sensors were fitted with waterproof cases and an electric heater to prevent moisture layers developing inside and on the cases. All sensors were calibrated by Hagner AB before delivery, and had a stated accuracy of ±3%. Both the indoor and outdoor illuminance meters generated a voltage as output to be sent to the data logger. The electricity consumption was measured by means of standard electricity meters, which generated a pulse signal as output (1000 pulses/kWh). The data logger (CR 1000, Campbell Scientific Inc. Logan, Utah, USA) acquired a signal from the light sensors every 10 seconds, and the signals were used to calculate a periodic average every six minutes and every hour.

2.5. Sensor soiling factor

The data received from the measuring system was reliable, but high variability was still found in the sensor data averaged every six minutes, especially with overcast skies. In practice, the measuring system collected variable values depending on the amount of soiling in the pig houses. A sensor soiling factor (SSF) was therefore determined to account for the accumulation of soiling on the sensors. Even when the sensors were regularly cleaned, the soiling accumulation was considerable. The sensors were cleaned on the evening of February 11, i.e. SSF = 0, which was detectable from sensor readings of the electric light illumination. This reading was the sole source of light, and the window was blacked out. For SSF calculation, the light conditions on February 12 at 09:18 AM were used as reference. This time was chosen for reference because it had light conditions that occurred every day, i.e. the electric lights were on, the daylight levels outdoors were low (i.e. global horizontal illuminance (GHI) = 8081 lux) and SSF = 0. A similar situation (lights on and about 8000 lux of GHI) was chosen for each of the days considered. For each of these days, the SSF was applied to
each subsequent reading to correct for the soiling error. The SSF was calculated by

$$SSF_{\text{day-x}} = \frac{E_{\text{reference}}}{E_{\text{day-x}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $SSF_{\text{day-x}}$ is the sensor soiling factor on a chosen day, $E_{\text{reference}}$ is illuminance reading from the sensor at the reference moment (February 12 at 09:18; lights on and GHI = 8018 lux), and $E_{\text{day-x}}$ is illuminance reading from the sensor on the chosen day at a moment when the electric lights were on and the GHI was approximately 8000 lux.

2.6. Experimental design

Daylight and light values were collected continuously during the period September 2013 to December 2014. In November 2013, the outdoor sensor was failed and replaced by a new sensor on 17 December 2013. The data was imported and all calculations were performed using Microsoft Excel. The results were presented as periodic averages at every 6 minutes with time and date of recorded daylight, electricity consumption for each pig house, and GHI. During the measurement period, the DF was manually measured on two occasions.

2.7. Data recording and processing

From the continuous measurements of the light pipes, the calculated percentage of DA hours where the sensor illuminance was higher than 40 lux was determined during the year. In addition, the number of hours of electric lighting use and the energy saving potential due to DA with the light pipes were determined. The calculations were carried out monthly for each pig house and lighting system. Using a conditional function, only daytime-

![Fig. 6. Daylight autonomy at sensor level, based on measurements from (a) January-June and (b) July-December of two light pipe systems installed in two pig houses at Odarslöv (55°45’N, 13°15’E), Sweden.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Number of daylight hours and electric lighting use hours in houses 1 and 2 for each month.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Month</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Pair-wise comparison of the percentage of DA per month based on measuring results from the house sensors during 12 months and the two light pipe systems.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measuring points</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v1, v2, v3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Measuring points according to Fig. 3.
b) Significance level at pair-wise comparison of measuring points: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns = none-significant.
recorded values, i.e. between 08.00 and 16.00 in winter and 07.00-15.00 in summer, were considered. If the electric lighting use was zero, the value was recorded in the DA calculation. To include the DA values that were omitted by the on/off sensor delay function, another condition was added. If the GHI value from the outdoor sensor was above 15 000 lux, the recorded value was classified as a potential DA value. To control the system, all recorded values per month and year were included.

The amount of sensor soiling was determined each day for the first three months of the year to calculate the SSF. The SSF mean and standard deviation (SD) based on single recorded values were 1.2 and 0.23, respectively, during these three months (n = 90). Internal reflection and soiling in the two houses (floor, walls, and ceiling) were assumed to be of the same order of magnitude, following regular cleaning intervals.

A mean value of illuminance at pig level was determined monthly for both the electric lighting and for daylight alone, and an illuminance frequency distribution was determined for each house. The calculation was performed by sorting the data from the original values using a conditional function and using only daytime recorded values. The calculation of electricity use and daylight was performed separately, but in the same way. The value was recorded as electric lighting, if the electricity use exceeded zero. The lighting value was valid at sensor height; therefore, to achieve a value at pig level, 0.7 m above floor level, the value was divided by a factor of 2.25, which was obtained by the illuminance ratio between sensor s1 and v1 position (450 lux) and illuminance at pig height (200 lux). The ratio was assumed constant. The SSF was applied to the measured value by multiplying the value by the average soiling factor of 1.2.

Manual measurement of the DF was carried out in June and November 2013 without pigs [24]. The reference points were determined on a 9-point grid at 0 m and 1.5 m above the floor. Daylight reached the grid points from the light pipes and from a window in the far end of each house. The distance from the measuring point to the nearest light pipe was calculated using information in Figs. 1–3.

2.8. Statistical analyses

A paired t-test was performed to determine whether there was a difference in daylight collection and monthly DA between the two light pipe systems. The data was tested for normal distribution, and the level of statistical significance was set to p<0.05 throughout the analysis, which was performed in Minitab™ [25]. An analysis of variance, PROC MIXED in SAS Institute Incorp. [26], was performed for each measuring height in the houses to determine the effect of DF depending on grid measuring point in the house and light pipe system. The statistical model was a split-plot design with measuring occasion as a block effect, house as main effect, and measuring point as split-plot effect. A significance level of p<0.05 was used throughout the analysis, and Tukey’s method was used to separate treatment means. The statistical model is by

\[ Y_{ijk} = \mu + \alpha_i + b_j + \delta_{ij} + \gamma_k + (\alpha \gamma)_{ik} + \epsilon_{ijk} \]  

where \( \mu \) is the treatment mean, \( \alpha_i \) is the stable, \( b_j \) is the random effect of measuring occasion, \( \gamma_k \) is the measuring point, \( \epsilon_{ijk} \) is the error term, \( i \) is the stable (1, 2), \( j \) is the measuring occasion (1, 2, …, 8), and \( k \) is the measuring point (1, 2, …, 9).

3. Results

3.1. Daylight autonomy

The DA recordings at sensor level were typically 7439 per month and 6719 in February. The illumination by daylight was
generally low under 10% during January, but increased rapidly during the following months. In March, DA provided more than 50% of the total illumination hours in both light pipe systems. The mean total annual DA, or energy saving, was 48% for house 1 and 55% for house 2, with a mean DA of approximately 51% and 57% in the first half year and 45% and 52% in the second half year for house 1 and house 2, respectively (Fig. 6). Total DA and use of electricity for lighting is shown in Table 2. At present, a light pipe investment of 20 light pipes with a total price of €15800 in a pig house, using 9000 kWh per year based on 50% energy saving, a 10 year economic payback period and 3% interest rate, reveal a need for an electricity cost of €0.47 per kWh for the producer to make the investment profitable. Pair-wise comparison of DA percentage during the year showed that the light pipe system in house 2 delivered significantly more DA than the system in house 1 (Table 3). All data followed a normal distribution.

3.2. DA potential

The function of the on/off sensor, which is captured by the s1 sensor is shown in Fig. 7. In analysing the measurement values, it was evident that the built-in time delay function yielded a reduced amount of recorded DA per day. The DA potential (approximately 67%) in which the time delay function of the on/off sensor and the SSF are accounted is given in Fig. 8.

3.3. Measured illuminance in the house

The mean illuminance in house 1 was below the illuminance requirement during the first half of January, but this was not the case in house 2 (Fig. 9). The recorded illuminance level range at pig height during February is shown in Fig. 10. The level of daylight increased steadily during the first half year in house 1 to 150 lux, while the increase in house 2 was slightly smaller. The illuminance from the electric lighting remained at a relative constant level initially, but decreased somewhat during April-June. To determine illuminance levels in the houses between 08.00-16.00, a frequency distribution of the illuminance was calculated at pig level (0.7 m above floor level) during January to June from the values of the v1 and s1 sensors (Figs. 11 and 12). The most common frequency range for both houses was from 0 to 160 lux, which corresponded to approximately 82% and 83% of the daylight collection time for house 1 and house 2, respectively.

3.4. Daylight distribution and daylight factor

The GHI varied on some occasions although the sky was very overcast, which resulted in only five of nine DF measurements
being used from the June recordings. In November, the overcast sky conditions were better. Mean values and SD were calculated for all measurements (n = 96), as shown in Fig. 13. The mean DF range was between 0.03% and 0.56% for the house 1 system and between 0.05% and 0.59% for the house 2 system. Pair-wise comparison of the DF grid at 1.5 m above floor level revealed significant differences for four points, but not for the grid at floor level (Table 4). The SD was lower for house 2 than for house 1, but higher for the measuring point closest to the window in both houses. In general, the light intensity and DF increased with decreasing distance between the measuring point and the light pipe (Fig. 14). At any distance from the light pipes, house 2 generally produced higher DF values.

4. Discussion

4.1. Daylight autonomy and illumination

The DA results show that light pipes can offer environmental and energy-efficient daylight without downdraught for animals with low or reduced illuminance level requirements, such as growing pigs, broilers, and laying hens. However, the current low electricity price makes investment in this energy saving potential unprofitable.

The light pipes in house 2 gave higher light output and higher energy saving than those in house 1. This was probably due to many factors, including straight light pipe, higher light pipe reflectance, higher specular reflectance, higher transmittance in the collector and the diffuser, dome collector redirection capacity (useful at Nordic latitudes), etc.

The recorded illuminance ranges in this case were dependent on the relatively low threshold illumination of 40 lux. With a higher threshold set point, i.e. above 40 lux, the most frequent illuminance ranges would have been 40-160 lux according to Figs. 11 and 12, corresponding to 68% and 72% of the daylight collection time for house 1 and house 2, respectively. This also covered the electric illuminance of 80 lux, which was recorded in the houses at 0.85 m above floor level before light pipe installation [27]. An illuminance level of 100 lux, the DA in April onwards (Fig. 9), could be used for spatial orientation in corridors and toilets, with full daylight illuminance at higher solar angles during six months of the year according to [28] and along with complementary lighting for the rest of the year [29]. In all, this would still provide about 33% and 37% of DA for house 1 and house 2, respectively, which was calculated at 0.7 m above floor level, compared with the DA at sensor level.

4.2. Measuring system

The sampling rate used to cope with the high variability of predominantly overcast skies in northern Europe was also used by [20,19]. With logger data averaged both minute by minute and every six minutes, a more detailed measure of sky variability would have been provided. The recorded mean illuminance levels in Fig. 10 are within the same range as light pipe measurements made in the UK with approximately the same pipe length and diameter and point of measurement [20].
cover during the measuring period, 2013-2014, fell outside the normal range for January, July, and October, with higher cloud cover in January and October but lower in July (Fig. 15). Apart from January, the differences during the period appeared to average out to a normal year.

The error sources based on data from the soiling factor and the on/off sensor (DA potential) were estimated to be approximately 30%. Using the calculated DA potential with a threshold of 40 lux, the DA corresponded to approximately 67% for both light pipe systems. Recalculating the DA potential for a threshold above 40 lux, it would correspond to approximately 54% and 57% for house 1 and house 2, respectively, with the exception of differences in illuminance ranges with a higher sampling rate. The sensor measuring range was chosen according to normal illuminance. With a threshold of 40 lux, the measuring sensors operated close to their stated accuracy level. This could mean that sensor errors for low illuminance conditions would be larger. However, recorded data showed a linear response to increased illuminance (Fig. 10).

**4.3. Daylight distribution and daylight factor**

In conventional office spaces, the minimum requirement for horizontal illuminance on work surfaces is 500 lux [30]. Such values are generally supplied solely by daylight in areas where $\text{DF} \geq 5\%$, while electric light may be required for $2\% \leq \text{DF} < 5\%$, and daylight contribution is considered negligible in areas with $\text{DF} < 2\%$ [24]. The mean DF values measured in pig houses 1 and 2, and at both sensor heights (0 and 1.5 m) were lower than 1%. With a low target illuminance level and the fact that light pipes have a visible transmittance that is decidedly lower than that of a common glazed window, a low DF was expected. However, the target horizontal illuminance was also much lower
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**Table 4. Pair-wise comparison of daylight factor (DF, %) at the measuring points 1.5 m above floor level.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring points</th>
<th>Light pipe distance</th>
<th>House 1</th>
<th>House 2</th>
<th>p&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DA, % mean (SD)</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>DA, % mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.16 (0.01)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.47 (0.06)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.03 (0.01)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.11 (0.01)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.25 (0.04)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.03 (0.01)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.16 (0.02)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.56 (0.10)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.11 (0.03)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Measuring points according to Fig. 13.

b) Significance level at pair-wise comparison of measuring points: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ns = non-significant.

c) Shortest distance between measuring point and nearest light pipe.

**Fig. 14.** Daylight factor (DF, %) for house 1 and house 2, in relation to distance between light pipe and measuring point for (a) 1.5 m grid above floor level and (b) 0 m grid at floor level.

**Fig. 15.** Percentage of hours with 80-100% cloud cover between 06.00 and 18.00 during 2013-2014 at Odarslöv compared with the average cloud cover measured at Falsterbo (55°38’N, 12°82’E) during 2002-2012.
than the standard for humans in offices; therefore, the daylight contribution was conceivably relevant for houses with growing animals.

The statistical DF data together with the information in Fig. 14 showed that the illuminance at the two grid levels varied. A possible cause of this is that the grid points received illuminance from more than one light pipe and that the light pipe placement in relation to the pen dividing walls perhaps blocked the path of the light rays. Moreover, there were differences between the characteristics of the light distribution through the diffuser. These parameters explain why the DF values did not vary as much from ground to 1.5 m when the grid points were far from the light pipes. The corresponding variation was much higher when the grid points were closer to the pipe. Although the grid points A, B, and C were almost symmetrical to points G, H, and I, and there were differences in DF. This was due to the presence of the window on the north wall, which could be an indication of the reliability of DF calculation.

In general, the illuminance and DF were highest close to the light pipe centre line, just above the animal feeding troughs, and decreased with distance from the centre line. The illuminance was at its lowest along the dunging area, while the resting area, with its isolated cover, had a reduced illuminance at floor level. This is not entirely in accordance with pig preferences [10]. However, it shows the importance of light pipe design and diffuser characteristics for light pipe placement to satisfy pig light preferences.

4.4. Design considerations

The electric lighting use in animal production buildings for farm personnel is generally short, and the main users are the animals. The electric lighting use in animal production buildings for farm

4.4. Design considerations

The electric lighting use in animal production buildings for farm personnel is generally short, and the main users are the animals. The electric lighting use in animal production buildings for farm houses. A saving of 50% of electric lighting in the animal production sector would represent at least 36 GWh, corresponding to 2520 t CO₂ per year for Sweden [5,34].

5. Conclusions

This study evaluated whether reduced electricity use for lighting purposes in farm buildings could be achieved by increased DA from two light pipe systems and examined the functionality of these systems in the daily operation of an animal house with a soiling environment. Daylight was measured in two identical pig houses that were fitted with four light pipes each, with three continuously measuring sensors in each house and an outdoor sensor during 2013 and 2014. If the illuminance fell below 40 lux during 08.00-16.00, a sensor turned on the electric lighting, and the electricity use was recorded. Data analysis was carried out monthly based on the conditional function that the electricity use should be zero. The DF was manually measured on two occasions with no pigs in the houses.

The mean total annual DA was 48% for house 1 (Velux®) and 55% for house 2 (Solatube®), with mean DA of approximately 51% and 57% in the first half-year and 45% and 52% in the second half-year for house 1 and house 2, respectively. Light pipes for house 2 delivered significantly more DA than those in house 1. The most common illuminance frequency range for both houses was between 0 and 160 lux, corresponding to approximately 82% and 83% of the daylight hours for house 1 and house 2, respectively. Based on differences recorded at four points for the DF grid at 1.5 m above floor level, house 2 had higher DF values, indicating that its light pipe system achieved more effective light collection and distribution, even under overcast sky conditions.

With the annual DA results, considerable electric energy savings could be achieved in pig, broiler, and laying hen production by increased use of daylight in farm buildings. One advantage for the animals is that they would be exposed to a non-flickering, continuous spectrum of daylight, the natural light source under which all species have evolved during millions of years. For staff working in animal houses, light pipes could offer an energy saving potential, especially if combined with dimmable LED lights and if lower daylight illumination levels were accepted in corridors and toilets in periods with lower solar angles. However, this investment would only be financially viable with a higher electricity price than at present.

Future research questions regarding light pipes could address (e.g., diffuser and light pipe specular reflectance durability in relation to environmental gases in animal houses and light pipe function in relation to fire safety).
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